
For kids who are bouncing off the walls and 
the parents/guardians who try to keep up 
with them!

Ages 6-9 
Sundays, 11:00-11:45
Register by visiting odc.dance/youth-classes or  
email registration@odc.dance

Sundays at home will never be the same! Each week, Fun 

House will offer a different movement adventure from the 

comfort of your own home.

Fun House
A Weekly Adventure



13
“Scavenger Hunt” with Helen Wicks
Embark on a scavenger hunt to gather materials found in home to use in movement games, obstacle courses, and more!

20
“Chair Play Day” with Helen Wicks
Do you want to master falling... off a chair? This class combines physical theater and clowning  to discover what movement 
invention is possible with a chair.

27
“Chalk Day” with KJ Dahlaw
This will be an outdoor class, playing with line, shape, pathway and sidewalk dances. Bring chalk and wear supportive shoes!
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1
“Dancing with a Blanket” with Sam Stone
We sleep with our blankets, but can we dance with them? Today’s class is for dancing on, under, with, and inside of our blankets. 
Bring a queen-sized blanket, or sheet, the stretchier the better!

8
“S Stalls” with KJ Dahlaw
Make movement based on action words that start with “S” – come “slither, slide, stomp, slouch, spring, soar….”   with us!

15
“Screen Dances” with Emily Hansel
The screen is your stage! We’ll grow, shrink, enter, exit, and bounce off the edges of our Zoom windows. Instead of thinking of our 
online existence as restrictive, let’s use it to get creative and get moving!

22
“!yaD sdrawkcaB” (“Backwards Day!”) with Sam Stone
Everything is backwards! Do everything the opposite! Come wearing your clothes backwards style and be prepared to follow/not 
follow/follow Sam’s dance instructions.

29 NO CLASS, Fall Break
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4
“Obstacle Course” with Emily Hansel
Create your own obstacle course–then master it! We’ll use objects in our home to create a small, indoor obstacle course.  
No need to come prepared with any particular objects, we’ll be getting creative in the moment.

11
“Superhero Dance Day” with Sam Stone
Bring your powers, wear your superhero costume, get ready to save the world... today is Superhero Dance Day! Class includes  
a hero’s warmup, action power training time, and superhero face offs. What’s your power?

18
“Falling Down Day”  with KJ Dahlaw
An adventure in falling – we will grab pillows and blankets as crashing pads and explore weight and ways of falling.

25
“Story Dances” with Emily Hansel
We work together using all our creative powers as a class to write an original silly story. Then we’ll use our imaginations and our 
bodies to tell our story through movement!
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6
“Dance With a Pillow”  with Helen Wicks
At the beginning of class we will choose an object to create a duet with. How can a simple object (like a pillow, a sturdier, or a 
spoon) transform into a dance partner? 

13
“2 Peas in a Pod Day” (for parent/child, sibling/sibling) with Helen Wicks
This class is for a pair of two people — a parent and a student, or two siblings. The Instructor will guide pairs through inventive 
partner movement games to engage in at home. We will explore new ways to make moves with your loved ones safely at home! 
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Fun House

Class Schedule


